
sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any comments, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972 - RTWR 2016 - Le2 2 - Uru!!Uav to New Zealand

2016-10-06 09:19 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standíngs 

boat 1 
boat 2 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA TWD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

n 84.25 4524.34 21.88 16119 -144.95 16.24 22.78 -19.94 -54.624 -64.894 

m 84.90 4524.99 21.73 16119 -145.02 16.17 22.47 -19.77 -54.657 -64.816 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically.

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locat.ions compared to the reference boat will 
bo also showed then (distance and bearíng). 
The normal listíng is retumed by clickíng the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statisti cs by lunm. Send any cornrnents, questions, ideas etc. to lunm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Leg 2- Uruguav to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:21 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standings 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA TWD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

boat 1 n 84.25 4524.02 21.85 16119 -145.ül 16.18 22.74 -19.92 -54.636 -64.887 

boat 2 m 84.90 4524.68 21.72 16113 -145.02 16.11 22.43 -19.77 -54.669 -64.809 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatic.ally. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo ais o showed then ( distance and bearing).
The normal listing is retumed by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any comments, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Lest. 2 - Uruguay to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:25 

Edit boatlist Hourly standings 

boat 1 

boat 2 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA T\VD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

n 84.25 4523.40 21.81 16106 -145.Dl 16.05 22.66 -19.94 -54.658 -64.874 

m 84.92 4524.12 2168 16102 -145.03 15.99 22.36 -19.78 -54.689 -64.797 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined \Yv-ith the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo ais o showed then ( dist.ance and bearing). 
The normal listing is retumed by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any cornrnent.s, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Lesz 2- Uruguayto New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:28 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standinszs 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA T\VD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

boat 1 n 84.20 4522.92 21.79 160.94 -145.ül 15.93 22.59 -19.95 -54.676 -64.863 

boat 2 m 84.93 4523.65 21.65 160.92 -145.04 15.88 22.30 -19.79 -54.706-64.787 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo ais o showed then ( distance and bearing). 
The normal listing is retumed by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any comments, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Lee 2 - Uruguay to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:30 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standings 

boat 1 

boat 2 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA T\VD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

n 84.20 4522.60 21.77 160.86 -145.01 15.85 22.55 -19.96 -54.687 -64.856 

m 84.94 4523.34 21.64 160.84 -145.04 15.81 22.26 -19.80 -54.718 -64.780 

These numbers are. calculated based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be I 00% correct but rather an approximation of the real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo also showed then (distance and bearing). 
The normal listing is retumed by clicking the reference. boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any cornrnents, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my b1og. 

972 - RTWR 2016 - Leg 2 - Uruguay to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:31 

Edit boatlist Hour1y standings 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA T\VD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

boat 1 n 84.20 4522.47 2!.76 160.83 -145.Dl 15.81 22.53 -19.96 -54.692 -64.853 

boat 2 m 84.94 4523.18 2!.63 160.80 -145.04 15.77 22.24 -19.80 -54.723 -64.776 

These nurnbers are calculate.d based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations comparec
i 

to the reference boat will 
bo also showed then ( distance and bearing). 
The normal listing is retumed by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any comments, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my b1og. 

972- RTWR 2016- Leg 2 - Uruguav to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:33 

Edit boatlist Hour1v standings 

boat 1 

boat 2 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA TWD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

n 84.20 4522.14 21.74 160.74 -145.01 15.73 22.49 -19.97 -54.704 -64.846 

m 84.95 4522.87 21.61 160.73 -145.04 15.69 22.20 -19.81 -54.735 -64.769 

The.se numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined \Vith the weather forecast.
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the narne of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 

bo ais o showed then ( distance and bearing). 
The norrnallisting is retumed by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any comments, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Leg 2 - Uruguay to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:32 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standings 

boat 1 

boat 2 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA TWD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

n 84.20 4522.30 21.75 160.78 -145.Dl 15.77 22.51 -19.97 -54.698 -64.850 

m 84.95 4523.02 21.62 160.77 -145.04 15.73 22.22 -19.81 -54.729 -64.773 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined '"-ith the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo ais o showed then ( distance and bearing). 
The normal listing is returned by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any cornrnent.s, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Lesz 2- Uruguayto New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:37 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standinszs 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA T\VD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

boat 1 n 84.23 4521.54 21.71 160.57 -145.02 15.55 22.41 -19.99 -54.726-64.832 

boat 2 m 84.97 4522.25 21.58 160.56 -145.04 15.52 22.12 -19.83 -54.758-64.755 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server. 

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo ais o showed then ( distance and bearing). 
The normal listing is retumed by clicking the reference boat again. 



sailonline.org race statistics by hmm. Send any comments, questions, ideas etc. to hmm@iki.fi and now you can also read my blog. 

972- RTWR 2016- Leg 2 - Uruguav to New Zealand 

2016-10-06 09:43 

Edit boatlist Hourlv standings 

boat 1 

boat 2 

Rank DBL DTF Speed Heading TWA TWD TWS VMC Lat Lon 

n 83.76 4519.83 21.73 230.29 144.99 15.27 22.44 0.82 -54.753 -64.853 

m 84.84 4520.92 21.58 230.27 144.99 15.26 22.08 0.96 -54.788 -64.755 

These numbers are calculated based on the boats position and course combined with the weather forecast. 
They are not guaranteed to be 100% correct but rather an approximation ofthe real data in the server.

The data is updated automatically every 60 seconds and this page reloads automatically. 

If a boat is a SYC member, by clicking the name of a boat. the other boats data will be showed as differences to that boat. Other boats locations compared to the reference boat will 
bo ais o showed then ( distance and bearíng). 
The normal listíng is retumed by clickíng the reference boat again. 
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